
List of  works:

1) [city]Frequency – Interviews
The Archive of  Significant Spaces, 2015, 2016 
HD video, colour, sound, duration (showreel): 40:31

The archive consists of  a number of  interviews I did with New York residents. I asked them to think about 
a special/significant place for them in the city that is linked to an unusual story and/or has an emotional 
impact on them. After the interview I went to each location and filmed it. It took me all around the city 
and the videos show a kaleidoscope of  human and urban experiences through the eyes of  the residents of 
New York City. As well as serving as an inspiration for developing a narrative concept for the installation 
these interviews are also a series of  an ongoing documentation.
With:
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2) haiku #2 | [city]Frequency, 2015
Triptych, pigment print, framed
30 x 30 cm each , 133 x 51cm w/frame

Every story is a travel story – a spatial practice”
(The Practice of  Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau)
This series of  photographs investigating the intersection of  image and language. It is a series of  triptychs  
inspired by the poetic form of  the haiku. In my work, I transfer the characteristics of  this literary form of 
expression to explore the artistic language that is inherently visual and clearly defines itself  as a language 
beyond words and the linguistic constraints of  (Western) thought. 
Haikus are ambiguous due to their seeming incompleteness; they create a vast space of  meaning around 
short verses, a moment of  “pregnancy” called peripeteia (David Bate, Photography: The Key Concepts). It 
is an intuitive and, at the same time, sharp response to the everyday world, a linguistic snapshot.
By association readers or viewers are invited to draw on their own personal observation, imagination, and 
experience. Instead of  one fragment (one image or snapshot), I present three fragments that make the 
process of  association more complex. The three photographs of  each triptych represent the three lines of 
a haiku. In the context of  contemporary urban space, the concept of  the “visual haiku” is valuable to me, 
because my images reflect experiences of  personal, immersive participation in that particular space (and 
space in general). Visual haikus can represent and translate the complexity of  memories that are an 
immanent part of  urban materiality. 
Vision and memory are treated as static imprints of  specific moments. Like memories, the triptychs are 
fragmentary collections of  complex instants. Like haikus, the photographs capture snapshots evoking 
associative and emotional glimpses at individual memories as a ‘trace’ in time. 

3) [city]Frequency, 2015, 2017
Multi channel video installation,
4K/HD video projection, colour, sound, custom dimensions
25:56min


